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Abstract7

We report the results of the measurements of three pieces of the new Pho-
tonis miniPLANACON microchannel-plate photomultipliers (MCP-PMTs)
intended for use in the demanding environment of the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) beamline as a part of the AFP Time-of-Flight detector. These pho-
tomultipliers were modified in cooperation with the manufacturer by using
a custom backend and were subjected to numerous tests, with the focus on
the rate capability and crosstalk behaviour. We determined that the two of
them with a lower MCP resistance are able to operate without significant
saturation at an anode current density of 1µA/cm2. These two are, there-
fore, suitable for the intended use and are currently installed as part of the
AFP detector packages.
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1. Introduction8

Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are widely used in particle and astropar-9

ticle physics experiments for the detection of low photon fluxes. Among10

them, microchannel-plate photomultipliers (MCP-PMTs) are preferred in11

many fields of application because they have these main advantages: (1)12

A fast response in tens of picoseconds (in terms of transit-time spread) thanks13

to the short distances the electrons have to travel and its high electric field14

(tens of kV/cm); (2) Insensitivity to magnetic fields even above 1T [1] thanks15

to the same reasons; and (3) High spatial resolution thanks to the granular-16

ity of the microchannel plates allowing for pixelization through the use of17

multiple anode pads.18

MCP-PMTs, however, also have some disadvantages. They cannot oper-19

ate at gains higher than 107 due to limitations of the pulse charge capacity20

per channel [2] and, until recently, a limited lifetime. The lifetime is affected21

by the large total surface of a microchannel plate which makes it difficult to22

outgas the channels completely. Internal electron bombardment, therefore,23

generates ions through electron stimulated desorption. These bombard the24

cathode backwards with a kinetic energy at the order of keV(s) (depending25

on MCP bias voltage) and reduce its quantum efficiency [3, 4]. Furthermore,26

as the cumulative charge handled by the MCP plane increases, the gain de-27

creases. Both effects limit the useful lifetime of MCP-PMTs without proper28

MCP modifications to an integrated (or cumulative) anode charge (IAC) of29

about 0.5C/cm2.30

A novel MCP technology using glass microcapillary array substrates func-31

tionalized by the application of resistive and secondary emissive layers using32

atomic layer deposition (ALD) significantly improved the quality of MCP33

plates. Photomultipliers with the ALD coating of the MCP plates are char-34

acterized by an excellent lifetime reaching 5 C/cm2 or even higher as reported35

by the Lehmann group [4].36

The time-of-flight (ToF) detectors of the AFP (ATLAS Forward Proton)37

project [5] use photomultipliers of the miniPlanacon family made by Photonis38

with two MCP plates, one PMT per ToF detector. They are equipped with39

a matrix of 4× 4 anode pads with a pixel size of 5.8× 5.8mm2. Each pixel40

corresponds to one of sixteen L-shaped fused silica bars forming the optical41

part of the detector. The detection of passing protons (originating from42

proton-proton collisions at the LHC) is based on Cherenkov light production43

in the bars. A typical diffractive proton normally passes four bars in one of44
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four rows of the detector. Each row is called a train. Until 2018, a yield of45

15-20 photoelectrons (Pe) was achieved per pixel (60− 80 photoelectrons in46

total per proton in a train) [6]. Since then the yield has increased by a factor47

of 1.6 [7] due to technological improvements in the production of the bars.48

As the anode pads share the same MCP, parasitic crosstalk among the49

pads affects their output signals. It consists of the electronic crosstalk dis-50

cussed in the next section and the charge sharing which we briefly describe51

here. A Cherenkov light pulse emitted in a bar of the ToF detector is almost52

uniformly distributed across an area of 6 × 5 mm2 at the output of the bar53

on the photomultiplier window [7]. The correspondingly generated charge54

cloud leaving the MCP pores partly hits anode pads in adjacent pixels at the55

same time. This effect is known as the charge sharing crosstalk. The charge56

sharing is less pronounced in tubes with a shorter distance between the anode57

pads and the MCP output plane [4]. As mentioned above, one proton hits58

four bars in a train of the ToF resulting in the uniform illumination of one59

row of four photomultiplier pixels. The charge sharing among pixels in that60

row is not an issue because it does not cause a loss of timing resolution (the61

signal arrives at the same time for all four channels due to detector geometry)62

and any pulses due to the charge sharing towards pixels in adjacent rows can63

easily be rejected. This form of crosstalk can be controlled primarily by two64

mechanisms: restricting the channel area that the light can hit and by the65

reduction of the anode gap by the manufacturer.66

Two non-ALD XPM85112 tubes with two MCP plates in each, utilizing67

10µm pores, were used for Run 2 of the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at68

CERN in 2017. The first one had an MCP resistance of 48MΩ and a reduced69

anode gap of 0.6mm. The latter one was equipped with MCP plates with70

a total resistance of 17MΩ and a standard anode gap of 2.9mm. The ToF71

detectors were each exposed to the rate of 4MHz of the signal protons per72

train (per four pixels) resulting in a total proton flux through each ToF73

detector of 4.8 · 1013 during the entire 2017 operation. Both photomultipliers74

reached an IAC of approximately 2.4C/cm2 during this period. This resulted75

in the degradation of their quantum efficiencies and a drop in the overall76

performance [8]. Besides this, the PMT gain decline due to high rates of77

incoming protons negatively affected the performance of the detector [9].78

This behaviour was measured in laboratory laser tests and reported in [10].79

As stated there, the maximum effective rate estimate (above which the gain80

declines) is inversely proportional to the MCP resistance, the intrinsic gain81

(at low kHz rates), and the number of photoelectrons produced by the pho-82
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tocathode. If the last two parameters increase, the amount of the generated83

charge increases whilst the higher MCP resistance impedes its fast charge84

draining. Thus, the lower MCP resistance helps achieve better rate capa-85

bility. The same holds for the lower number of photoelectrons and lower86

gain, but such PMT rate behaviour improvement is at the expense of the87

deterioration of its timing resolution [10].88

These facts led us to require the following from the MCP-PMTs intended89

for Run 3 of the LHC (in which the expected proton rate will be 20MHz per90

train): an MCP resistance below 30MΩ; a proper ALD coating to extend91

the lifetime of the tube above 10C/cm2; and the ability to work at low92

intrinsic gains at the order of 103 so as to shift the maximum light pulse rate93

above 20MHz without a significant decline of the operational gain and timing94

performance due to saturation. Photonis produced the three miniPlanacon95

XPM85112-S-R2D2 PMTs for us. We modified the backend electronics of96

the tubes in cooperation with Photonis to suppress the electronic crosstalk97

among pixels. The next section describes the three photomultipliers and the98

backend modifications.99

2. Tested devices and their modifications100

Based on our experience from Run 2 of the LHC we decided to use new101

MCP-PMTs for Run 3 of the LHC (in which the expected proton rate will102

be 20MHz per train). The three miniPlanacon XPM85112-S-R2D2 PMTs103

produced by Photonis for us are: S/N 9002196 (an MCP resistance of 44MΩ),104

9002199 (35MΩ), and 9002200 (27MΩ). Later in the paper we often identify105

them using the last four digits of the S/N only. The spread and deflection106

of the MCP resistances from the < 30MΩ requirement are probably due to107

difficulties in keeping to this parameter during production, particularly with108

regard to the ALD coating made by Arradiance LLC. They have a fused109

silica entrance window and a Bialkali photocathode. Their two-stage MCP110

is ALD-coated (resistive and secondary emissive layers) by Arradiance LLC111

to achieve an extended lifetime above 10C/cm2. We intend to operate them112

at a low intrinsic gain of 2 · 103 to shift the maximum proton rate (at which113

timing does not yet deteriorate) above 20 MHz. All these photomultipliers114

are produced with a matrix of 4 × 4 pixels defined by square anode pads115

with a size of 5.8× 5.8mm2 and a spacing gap of 0.6 mm between them. We116

decided to modify the back end electronics of the PMTs to fit into the new117

design of the AFP detector and to suppress negative electronic crosstalk.118
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Furthermore, one of the PMTs (9002200) featured a reduced anode gap of119

0.6mm (which is much lower than the standard gap of 2.9mm present in the120

other two pieces) in an attempt to reduce charge sharing among the anode121

pads. We will evaluate this later in the paper.122

Standard XPM85112 photomultipliers are equipped with two 16-pin ar-123

rays of signal output connectors, each consisting of eight signal-ground pairs124

of pins. In the past, we developed an eight-channel first stage pre-amplifier125

(called PA-a) designed to directly connect with the block (see Figure 1a).126

Such a configuration, however, was a concentrated source of heat. For the127

new Run 3, the compact PA-a modules were replaced with a set of in-line128

one-channel preamplifiers equipped with MMCX male connectors on the end129

towards the PMT and a 1.7 m long coaxial cable with the same MMCX130

ending on the other side (see Figure 1b). This solution allows for better131

protection against outside electromagnetic interference, easier replacement132

of any damaged PA-a, and better heat removal through the large overall sur-133

face area. For this reason, we needed to modify the layout of the output pins134

of the new PMTs and add MMCX female connectors to them.135

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Eight-channel PA-a module with a copper chiller to be connected to the
original design of the PMT and its holder, (b) in-line one-channel version with MMCX
connector for the new design of the ToF detector.

The electronic crosstalk among the anode pads is present mostly due to136

the shared MCP output electrode (MCP-OUT) and existing capacitance be-137

tween the MCP output plane and the anode pads. This distorts the shape of138

the signal rising edge and deteriorates the timing performance of the PMT.139

Figure 2a shows an equivalent circuit of the original photomultiplier design140

by Photonis. The real electronic components are in a black colour, while141

the parasitic impedances are indicated in grey. Note the MCP-OUT BIAS142

part is realized by four parallel branches on the PMT backend (one per each143
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side), whereas only one of them is shown in the scheme. The yellow rectangle144

represents a nickel strip (50 um thick and 2 mm wide) which connects MCP-145

OUT BIAS on the backend side with the MCP-OUT electrode plane. The146

bias resistor Rb and the capacitor Cb form the high-frequency grounding of147

the MCP-OUT plane together with the intrinsic impedance Ls of the strip.148

The intrinsic resistance of the strip is negligible with respect to the Rb and149

it is omitted here. When a developing charge cloud propagates to the MCP-150

OUT plane, a parasitic crosstalk voltage arises on this grounding part. Its151

magnitude heavily grows with the value Rb of the bias resistor. The parasitic152

voltage is shared among all the anodes of the PMT through the capacitances153

Ca1. The bias resistor Rb is a load resistor for the MCP-OUT electrode and it154

is meant for the readout of the whole MCP output signal. It has no function155

with regard to a separate readout of individual pixels. Removing the bias156

resistor is one way of reducing the crosstalk as was done in the ALICE exper-157

iment [11]. Moreover, ALICE halved the anode capacitance (Ca2) through158

the optimisation of wire lengths and the ground location. This further led159

to a decrease in the undesirable crosstalk between adjacent anode pads [11].160

Segmentation of the MCP-OUT plane is another way to suppress the elec-161

tronic crosstalk. This approach was taken in the Hamamatsu photomultiplier162

SL10 in the frame of the Super-KEKB project [12].163
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We were inspired by the approach used in the ALICE experiment and164

proposed a similar solution without the bias resistor and with various addi-165

tional modifications aimed to decrease the unwanted capacitances and induc-166

tances (see Figure 2b). All these modifications were done in cooperation with167

Photonis. In Figure 2b, the bias resistors are missing and only a parasitic168

resistance Rs of the strip is included in each MCP-OUT BIAS branch. The169

width of the Nickel strips is now 23 mm on three of the four branches. The170

last one, close to a high-voltage connector, contains a Nickel strip 12 mm171

wide due to the spatial limitations (see Figure 3a). Besides this, each branch172

is equipped with four or two (on the branch with the shorter strip) parallel173

4.7 nF capacitors Cb distributed equally across the Nickel strip (see the pink174

inset in Figure 2b). In this design, the high-frequency grounding is formed175

by these capacitors and the strip impedance (given by Rs and Ls) which is176

low. Thus, the crosstalk strength is lower with this design.177

Like the original design by Photonis, the back end electronics consists178

of two printed circuit boards (PCBs): the bias PCB and the anode PCB,179

each with a size of 32 × 32 mm2 (see Figures 3a and 3b). The bias PCB180

has four layers. It contains all the above-mentioned modifications, and it181

is additionally equipped with an NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient)182

thermistor for monitoring the PMT temperature. A black HV input block is183

bonded to the bias PCB. It includes high-voltage input cables from a high-184

voltage divider as well as the signal cables of the thermistor. The anode185

PCB is designed for equal wiring of all the output anode signals and to186

mount the MMCX female connectors (see Figure 3b). The distribution of the187

connectors follows the original spatial distribution of the anodes output pins.188

In the original design, the distance between both PCBs is around 5mm. The189

distance is shortened to 2mm in the modified design. The original ground190

connections between PCBs of four 1mm wide Nickel strips on their corners191

were replaced by 4 mm wide strips as seen in Figure 3c. Figure 3d shows an192

assembled prototype of a modified XPM85112.193

3. Measurement setup194

A scheme of the setup can be seen in Figure 4. The measurements were195

performed using the Hamamatsu M10303-29 laser system. The laser head196

in use had a wavelength of 405.6 nm and 64.9 ps long pulses. The light from197

this laser was routed through neutral density filters (OD 0-8) and towards198

the PMT using two optical fibres with a solarized 200µm core and an overall199
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Snapshots from the construction of a prototype of the modified version of the
photomultiplier XPM85112: (a) the bias PCB equipped with a black HV input block and
four Nickel strips for a grounding connection with the anode PCB, (b) the anode PCB
with MMCX female connectors, (c) the prototype after installation of the bias PCB and
without the anode PCB, (d) the assembled prototype with both PCBs.

Figure 4: The measurement setup scheme. In some cases, the amplifiers were left out to
get a single photoelectron reference charge for the PMT gain measurements.
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length of 2m. The second fibre was either directly attached to the PMT200

front face through a fixed collimator to illuminate only the centre part of201

the channel (in the case of gain measurements, where we aim to eliminate202

any losses to neighbouring channels due to charge sharing) or routed to an203

adjustable focus collimator to expand the beam in a dark box over a distance204

of ∼ 50 cm to illuminate the PMT in a uniform fashion. A 3D printed custom205

mask (Figure 5) was used to select the desired channels for illumination,206

leaving the rest covered. The mask replicated the shape and layout of the207

fused silica cherenkov bars used in the AFP ToF system (5×6mm rectangles,208

centred over the PMT channels). A single channel or an entire column of209

four channels was used in the measurements, depending on what the goal210

was. The full column scenario represented the typical response of the AFP211

ToF system, where a series of four bars is hit by each passing particle.212

The PMT body was wrapped with electromagnetic shielding tape and213

placed in an aluminium dark box to improve its shielding from outside in-214

terference. The signal pulse from the PMT was typically amplified using the215

custom broadband amplifiers with two stages (PAa+PAb) mentioned earlier216

and read out by an oscilloscope (LeCroy WavePro 806Zi-B with a 6GHz217

bandwidth and a 40GS/s sampling rate), which was triggered by the laser218

driver sync out signal.219

Figure 5: The mask used to select the active channels using individual plugs. The dead
space gap sizes at the channel boundaries are marked on the left.
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4. Measurement design and results220

4.1. Gain curves221

Each PMT was subjected to several different measurements. The first222

one of those was always the gain curve measurement using the pulse charge223

method. This method is based on integrating the current from the PMT224

channel being tested when struck by a single photon. For signal to be pro-225

duced at all, the photon needs to be converted to a photoelectron which in226

turn has to be accepted and multiplied by an MCP pore, therefore, passing227

both quantum and collection efficiencies. The charge is obtained by integrat-228

ing the voltage waveform and dividing it by the known load of 50Ω. Doing229

this with no amplifiers and with single photon events at high gain, we can230

divide the integrated charge by the elementary charge e to get the absolute231

gain. This is then repeated with amplifiers to get their precise gain. The232

amplifiers then allow us to measure at a lower PMT gain without losing the233

signal peak in noise. When the amplified single-photon pulse becomes too234

weak at around 1750V, we continue with stronger light pulses of about 5Pe235

detected, stitching the measurements together at that point (which is mea-236

sured at both light levels). This stitching is done a second time at around237

1600V, switching to ∼ 50Pe pulses that are observable even at gain as low238

as 103. The resulting gain curves are shown in Figure 6.239

The difference in the gain curves measured (blue) as compared to the spec-240

ification points (yellow) can be attributed to different measurement methods241

(pulse charge vs current method used by the manufacturer) and the typical242

slightly changing gain of individual PMT channels. When the gain curve is243

corrected by a fixed factor to match the 105 gain point from the specification,244

it hits the other specification points with an error of only 1−4% (red curve).245

This tells us the gain measurement was performed correctly and the differ-246

ences can really be attributed to the measurement method. In particular,247

our pulse method excludes collection efficiency and takes into account only248

electrons which are collected and multiplied by the MCP. In contrast, the249

current method using constant illumination through which the specification250

was determined includes the collection efficiency in the results. In essence,251

the ratio between the two curves is a rough measurement of the collection252

efficiency, which is typically ∼ 50% in this type of MCP-PMTs [13].253

When the obtained gain curves are later used to determine the number of254

photoelectrons, only the ratio between the gains at two points on the curve255

is important and, therefore, the original and corrected curves yield the same256
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results. However, one has to be careful which curve is used when setting up257

the gain of the PMT itself.258

Figure 6: Gain curves of the three PMTs subject to our tests. Yellow points come from
the manufacturer’s specification. The blue curve is our result with reference to the single-
photon charge we measured; the red curve is that curve corrected to match the 105 gain
point from the PMT specification.

4.2. Timing resolution (TTS)259

The timing resolution of the devices being tested was determined by mea-260

suring the transit time spread (TTS), the single photoelectron timing resolu-261

tion. The highest gain data from gain curve measurement, where only single262

photons were typically detected, were used for this. All of the PMTs tested263

here have TTS of 38.8 ± 0.5 ps (measured as 42 ± 0.5 ps before laser pulse264

width subtraction). An example plot and the fit can be seen in Figure 7.265

4.3. Gain behaviour after high rate PMT saturation266

As previously reported in [10], the earlier generation of single layer ALD267

treated long-life MCP-PMTs suffered from extended gain deterioration after268

being saturated by a high photon flux, which only slowly recovered to the269

original values. The tubes evaluated here use a double ALD layer (denoted as270

R2D2) and were subject to the same test which showed a completely different271

behaviour pattern. As can be seen in Figure 8, the gain actually increases272
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Figure 7: TTS of PMT 2196 at 1920V. The tail on the right of the peak is caused by
photoelectrons that bounce from the MCP front face and are accepted by a pore later
[14]. When the histogram range is extended to cover the whole tail (spanning ∼ 2.5 ns),
the RMS rises to 0.29 ns.

by up to 20% when returning to low rates (10Hz) after a saturated state273

(20MHz of 25Pe pulses for 1 minute).274

The recovery does not reach the original value within the 30-minute test275

and seems instead to stabilize at 110% according to the fit parameters. How-276

ever, when the PMT is not powered, the recovery is accelerated compared277

to this measurement and gain reaches the original value under half an hour278

(deviation of less than 1% from the pre-saturation level). This information279

was utilized when preparing the measurement protocol for the rate capabil-280

ity tests (inserting waiting periods of 30 minutes) in order to prevent the281

influence of previous high-rate measurements on the baseline gain.282

4.4. Rate capability283

The rate capability of the PMT is of the utmost importance in our284

ToF system. The rates of incoming protons passing the detector may reach285

20MHz in Run 3 of the LHC as the luminosity at interaction points is in-286

creased. Thus, we need to show that the PMTs can operate under these287

conditions without losing too much gain (manifesting as a lower efficiency288

of our ToF system) or timing resolution. To aid the rate capability, we use289

a low PMT gain of 2000 (with respect to the red, current method gain curves290

in Figure 6, corresponding to ∼ 4000 pulse gain, which excludes collection ef-291

ficiency). With the expected number of photoelectrons of 20− 30 per proton292

in each channel hit and a 20MHz detection rate, the required rate capability293

is ∼ 1µA/cm2 in terms of anode current density.294
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Figure 8: Gain behaviour of PMT 2196 when recovering from saturation, seen as changes
in mean amplitude. The 25Pe pulse rates were reduced from 20MHz (∼ 1µA/cm2) to
10Hz at t = 0. Each blue dot represents the average amplitude of 25 pulses for better plot
clarity. The point near t = 0 at ∼ 0.85 contains partially high and low rate data and is,
therefore, an artefact of the switch to low rates.
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As four channels in a row are hit in a typical detection event, we set up295

our channel mask accordingly to open a single row of channels across the296

PMT. This has the most impact on the timing measurement by allowing for297

the averaging of the four channels, but it has only a marginal impact on the298

rate limit [10], as the charge per area is the same as if a single channel had299

been opened only.300

The number of photoelectrons (Pes) in the measured channels was de-301

termined as the ratio of the median area under waveform as compared to302

a single Pe measurement, using the gain curve to correct for the PMT gain303

difference (single Pe measurements require high gain ≥ 105). We aimed to304

obtain data at Pe of 25 and 50, with some small variations across the PMTs305

due to setup (filter) limitations.306

The rate scans were performed from 10 kHz up, with this lowest rate point307

serving as a reference for the relative gain determination. The gain ratio308

was calculated using the median area under waveform values. If, however,309

a simple amplitude was used instead, the results would have been essentially310

identical.311

Figure 9: Relative gain during rate scans. Relative gain values at 20MHz are in Table 1.
20MHz rate of ∼ 25Pe pulses corresponds to anode current of ∼ 1µA/cm2.

Figure 9 shows the relative gain dependence on the pulse rate, where the312

gain starts to deteriorate at several MHz, varying across the PMT pieces and313

the number of Pes in the pulse. We can easily see that at comparable Pe, the314
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MCP resistance has a significant influence on the rate limit, with the lower315

values allowing for higher rates without the gain suffering. A comparison of316

the gain behaviour and the timing resolution can be found in Table 1.317

The timing resolution results originate from the same measurement set318

and, therefore, the same considerations about Pes apply. The arrival time of319

the pulse is determined through a software CFD (constant fraction discrim-320

inator), thus removing time walk by triggering at 42% of the pulse height,321

which was previously determined to yield the best results. A minimum am-322

plitude cut of 12mV was used as a cut-off threshold for the events, resulting323

in > 99% efficiency at sufficient light levels of ∼ 20Pe or more.324

Figure 10: Timing resolution of the detector during rate scans. The TAvg timing is
determined as a train (4 channels in a row) average, relevant to our use case. Actual
values at 10 kHz and 20MHz are in Table 1. 20MHz rate of ∼ 25Pe pulses corresponds
to anode current of ∼ 1µA/cm2.

The timing resolution strongly depends on the number of Pes, as can be325

seen in Figure 10. The train combination (average of arrival times of the four326

channels forming a train) improves the timing significantly, as expected. In327

all cases, the timing starts to deteriorate at roughly the same rates as the328

gain, which can be seen by comparing Figures 9 and 10.329

4.5. Crosstalk330

As we mentioned in the Introduction, we have studied electronic crosstalk331

and the crosstalk by charge sharing as separate effects. Whilst the electronic332
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PMT MCP R σt (10 kHz) σt (20MHz) Gain ratio (20MHz/10 kHz)
2196 44MΩ 22.5 ps 39.5 ps 0.58
2199 35MΩ 22.8 ps 22.8 ps 1.07
2200 27MΩ 14.8 ps 16.3 ps 0.99

Table 1: Train (4 channel average) timing resolution and relative gain of each PMT when
subjected to 10 kHz and 20MHz pulses of ∼ 25Pe (∼ 0.5 nA/cm2 and ∼ 1µA/cm2).

crosstalk from a channel affects all the others approximately to the same333

extent, the charge sharing takes place only in the immediate vicinity. As334

the footprint of the ToF bars on the PMT and, therefore, also of the mask335

openings are asymmetric, we expect to see less charge sharing in the direction336

where there is a larger width covered/not illuminated (dead area) at the337

channel boundaries (1.4mm) as compared to the smaller width (0.4mm).338

The smaller anode gap is then expected to give the electrons leaving the339

MCP less room to spread, reducing the charge sharing in all directions.340

The crosstalk measurements were again performed using the channel341

mask, but with only a single channel open. Four channels were still moni-342

tored with the oscilloscope: the open channel, one of its direct neighbours343

in either direction (where charge sharing and electronic crosstalk mix) and344

one channel far away (influenced only by electronic crosstalk). A schematic345

illustration of the channel layout can be seen in Figure 11.346

Figure 11: The layout of observed channels during crosstalk measurements. All the chan-
nels that are observed are marked with a circle. The sole channel which is illuminated
as well as monitored is marked with a filled circle. The colours correspond to the colour
coding in Figure 12.

The results match the expectations, as can be seen in Figure 12 and347

Table 2. Both the reduced anode gap and a wider channel boundary dead348
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area contribute to reducing the crosstalk. In our specific case, the narrow349

gaps between the ToF bars are along the train, which means the channels are350

hit together by a single event. As the ToF optical part is designed in such351

a way that the light from these channels reaches the PMT at the same time,352

any charge sharing does not present an issue. In the direction across trains,353

the dead area is wider, limiting the possible charge sharing magnitude and354

thus producing fewer fake triggers in trains that are neighbours to the one355

really hit with a proton.356

Figure 12: An example of waveforms during the crosstalk measurement of PMT 2199. The
yellow waveform (C1) is the illuminated channel; red (C2) is the neighbour across trains;
and blue (C3) the neighbour in the same train (charge sharing is the dominant source
of crosstalk in C2 and C3). Green (C4) is a channel far away from the one with light,
exhibiting the electronic crosstalk only. The colouring scheme follows Figure 11. Note the
different vertical scale on C1 (illuminated channel), shrunk by a factor of 5 compared to
the crosstalk channels.

Channel spacing Standard anode gap Reduced anode gap
In train (0.4mm) 7.5% 5.5%

Next train (1.4mm) 5.0% 3.0%

Table 2: Charge sharing strength as compared to the primary channel signal.

The green (C4) waveform in Figure 12 is the aforementioned electronic357

crosstalk which manifests as a weak pulse with reversed polarity. This is358

caused by the inherently imperfect grounding of the shared ground, which359

is then briefly influenced by the fast signal. Such crosstalk is present in all360

channels at a similar magnitude of 1.5% of the signal pulse, but is inseparable361

from the signal where some crosstalk is present, while influencing its edge362

and amplitude. For this reason, the proportion of charge sharing is in reality363
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slightly higher than in Table 2, but with respect to the threshold tuning and364

real detector operation, the values in the table are more relevant than the365

ones with such correction in place would be.366

5. Discussion367

Gain curves were determined using the pulse charge method and when368

corrected for a small, fixed factor difference due to different methods used,369

they match the gain points specified by the manufacturer very well (a devi-370

ation of 1− 4%). These gain curves were later used to determine the proper371

HV for target gain and to calculate the average number of photoelectrons in372

each measurement.373

The single photoelectron timing resolution (TTS) was determined to be374

38.8 ± 0.5 ps in all three pieces. This is about 10 ps worse than most of the375

devices we tested so far, which were typically just below 30 ps [10, 14].376

When comparing tubes with a similar MCP R, the rate capability of these377

PMTs slightly exceeds the XPM85212/A1-S performance we reported on in378

[10] There a 36MΩ tube exhibited a 20% gain drop already at 1.38µA/cm2,379

whereas the 2199 tested here with an almost equivalent MCP R of 35MΩ380

MCP exhibits the same gain drop at 2.5µA/cm2. The rate capability again381

depends strongly on the resistance of the MCP (ones with lower R are han-382

dling higher rates better), as expected. At 20MHz with ∼ 25 photoelectrons383

(∼ 1µA/cm2), the two PMTs with the lower resistance (27MΩ, 35MΩ) have384

only a negligible loss of gain whereas the third one (44MΩ) has a loss of gain385

that is not detrimental to its overall performance. The timing resolution is386

noticeably impacted only at rates where the gain is starting to be impacted387

as well. The PMTs can work well at these high rates, particularly thanks to388

the low gain operation, which draws less charge per pulse from the MCP.389

The PMTs do not exhibit the prolonged gain drop as those evaluated in390

[10]. On the contrary, after being subject to high rates, the gain is actually391

temporarily increased. This phenomenon can also explain the gain rise in rate392

capability plots in Figure 9. The PMT 2196, which is not able to perform at393

high rates so well, exhibits a different type of behaviour – the gain bump is394

not explicitly visible in the rate plots, but it contributes instead only to a less395

steep initial gain decline, since the bump probably occurs at similar rates for396

all PMTs while keeping the gain equivalent. In order to remove the impact397

of this gain change effect induced by high rate saturation, all measurements398

were done with waiting periods of 30 minutes between them.399
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The crosstalk between the channels was measured as two separate effects.400

One part is electronic, originating in the capacitive couplings between chan-401

nels and ground rebound. This has the same impact on all channels within402

the PMT and is proportional to the primary pulse amplitude (∼ 1.5%). The403

second effect is charge sharing within the PMT, where parts of the generated404

electron spray hit adjacent anode pads. This strongly depends on the geom-405

etry, specifically how close to the channel boundary photons are allowed to406

land, and also on the anode gap size (a shorter gap means less spreading of407

the electrons leaving the MCP and less charge sharing).408

6. Conclusion409

Three pieces of miniPlanacon XPM85112-S-R2D2 MCP-PMTs with mod-410

ified backend electronics were tested. The tests were performed using a pi-411

cosecond laser setup, with the focus on timing resolution, while rate capabil-412

ity and crosstalk, gain curves were also determined.413

The rate capability of each PMT strongly depends on its MCP resistance,414

as expected. Low PMT gain operation also allows them to reach a high415

rate capability, while more focus has to be directed towards proper shielding416

from interference to maintain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. When the417

PMTs are saturated with too much light, gain starts to drop, and the timing418

resolution is negatively impacted as well. Recovery from the PMT saturation419

happens through temporarily increased gain which returns to normal in under420

half an hour if the PMT is not powered.421

Crosstalk between the channels was determined to consist of two types:422

one with influence over the whole PMT (ground rebound) and the other with423

influence only on its direct neighbours (charge sharing). The latter is heavily424

influenced by the anode gap size (a smaller gap allows for less electron spread)425

and the geometry of the illuminated area of each channel.426
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